
Blueprint for Action Rollout



Welcome and Introductions

● Happy Birthday: Today’s 
meeting marks the RVCR 2-year 
anniversary 

● Purpose: Review and celebrate 
our successes and to provide 
the official rollout of our 
Blueprint to Action

● Special welcome to our 
distinguished guests and the 
press for covering our story



RVCR Progress 
Update (ref. p. 9)

Who we are and who we serve



Progress Update 
(ref. p. 10-11)

Framework for success



Progress Update 
(ref. p. 14-16)



Blueprint Overview
Kimberly Horn



Executive Summary
(ref. p. 6)



Introduction (ref. p. 16-19)
● Blueprint purpose is to provide a 3-year 

plan of action that identifies the greatest 
areas of need and offers innovative and 
evidence-based solutions tailored to our 
community. 

● Working across our RVCR multi-sector 
stakeholders, the RVCR identified five 
strategic working groups to focus our 
recommendations: Prevention, Treatment, 
Crisis Response, Recovery, and Child and 
Family Support. 

● Each of these groups was informed by a 
broad range of experts, including 
individuals with lived experience in 
recovery.

 
● These resulting 22 recommendations are 

based on these insights, experiences, and 
backed by evidence to fullest extent 
possible.  Recommendations are not 
weighted or ranked. 

● Each includes action steps, sustainability 
needs, and model program/practice 
options.



Prevention and 
Education



Priority 1: Prevention and Education (ref. p. 20)



Treatment



Priority 2: Treatment (ref. p. 27)



Crisis Response and 
Connection to Care



Priority 3: Crisis Response and Connection to Care (ref. p. 36)



Child and Family 
Support



Priority 4: Child and Family Support (ref. p. 42)



Recovery



Priority 5: Recovery (ref. p. 49)



Next Steps:
● Continue to identify resources and gaps 

through asset mapping and working 
groups

● Present the Blueprint to various 
community stakeholder groups, regional 
and state officials, and individual 
stakeholders

● Develop an evaluation plan

● Prepare a financial model for budget 
estimates and financial sustainability

● Establish optimal means to measure and 
access local data on SUD 

● Engage with the community as evaluation 
and research partners

● Secure funding sources

● Make prioritized policy and practice 
recommendations at local levels

● Generate blueprint supplemental 
recommendations

● Determine RVCR roles for short- and 
long-term implementation of blueprint 
recommendations

● Leverage the Blueprint for Advocacy



Leveraging the Collective Response for Advocacy
examples of how this could move the blueprint forward

David W. Hartman, MD

Policy changes will enable sustainable, local solutions:
● incentivizing comprehensive, interdisciplinary care broadening OBOT model to a an OBAT 

(office-based addiction treatment) approach to addiction treatment
● improved development of supported sober living opportunities
● expand access to data sharing platforms to assist with local collective response planning 
● incentivize employment of persons in recovery
● integrate behavioral health best practices into correctional/law enforcement/judicial 

settings by strengthening direct engagement with treatment clinicians
● recovery centers and peer recovery services more flexibly funded by insurance payors

 



Leadership
● Kimberly Horn: Co-chair, Steering Committee
● Janine Underwood: Co-chair, Steering Committee
● Christine Baldwin: Steering Committee
● Jimmy Chapman: Steering Committee
● Lee Clark: Steering Committee
● Nancy Hans: Steering Committee
● Cheri Hartman: Steering Committee
● Robert Natt: Steering Committee
● Amy Pierce: Steering Committee
● Karen Pillis: Steering Committee
● Emma Howard-Woods: Project Manager

Our special thanks to RVCR leadership and all blueprint contributors. 



Get the word out...
▪ PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT: HTTPS://WWW.RVCOLLECTIVERESPONSE.ORG

▪ FACEBOOK: Roanoke Valley Collective Response

▪ TWITTER: @RVCollectiveR

▪ INSTAGRAM: @RVCollectiveResponse

https://www.rvcollectiveresponse.org/

